
Meridian Model Flyers Association 

Minutes of the February 2, 2021 meeting 

 

Call to order   7:35                                                           attendance   4Mbrs/7 Executive 

 

Reading of Minutes 

                  They were sent out via email and on website  

Treasure Report 

- Debits:  Bank Fees, Final year end field expenses 

- Credits:    2021 membership 

                 Total membership        26.  Including 4 junior  

 

Full amounts available from the treasure on request  

 

Correspondence 

- NFP application has been approved and returned to us            

Field Report 

- Recent wind storm has done some damage snow fence at the FPV field has torn and 

the last 2 poles on the east side are missing fence. West window in the sun shelter has 

been broken bottom ¼ broke out it will need replaced. Wind sock is very tattered and 

the flag is very tattered. 

- Solar panels have been cleaned off as of Monday  

Old Business 
- Gravel for the driveway can wait until spring and perhaps renting a machine to spread the 

gravel as well as repair the gate can be obtained PENDING 

- Replacement signage for the warning and reminder signs that hang on the fences requires 

updating we will look into that in the spring as well as any possible updates required with 

the new MAAC regulations UPDATE Terry will leave it to the spring when the pole can 

be dropped and measurement taken to obtain the correct size   PENDING 

- Darren brought up the possibility of setting up a control line area on the field that would 

not obstruct the main runway. Some possibilities were discussed as in the south east or 

west area of the parking lot. FPV field, or west of the transfer station. It was determined 

we would have an onsite visit in the spring to map out the areas and see what would 

function best. PENDING 

- We will maybe set up a signup day or two in the early spring for those unable to sign up 

via e.transfer and to pick up the membership cards PENDING 

New Business 

- Suggested that we be optimistic and look at scheduling events for the summer as some 

clubs have so if someone would like to schedule something let the executive know 

PENDING 
- Javier spoke with William Choy(Mayor of Stony) he was wondering if there were winter 

activities at the field. Javier let him know that the field is used during the winter and 

currently following AHS guidelines. CLOSED 

- Should we cancel the meeting room at the PERC thru till June. It was determined that 

Javier will contact the PERC and cancel the March and April Meeting room for now 

CLOSED 
- Jerry Ridsdale has had an Accident and is recuperating at home if you would like to reach 

out and give him a call CLOSED 

- March Meeting will be held on Discord CLOSED 

 

Adjourned 7:58pm 


